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boxing computer game created by EA Canada and distributed by EA Sports. The game is being developed by
Treyarch and published by EA. In it, the player will play the role of famous fighters, starting his career as a

professional. Throughout the game, the player can change their character: for example, height, weight,
clothes, details on the body, and even a name. He can take part in fights that take place in Italy, Spain and
France. Also during the battle, you can unite in teams. To do this, you need to download the Call of Duty
client. The release of the game is scheduled for 2013. The game has a feature to save character settings. It

allows you to save already used parameters, so that later you can set them again, and then play them already.
The player can change the color of the hair, eyes, shape of the ears, choose weapons and equipment, and

other details. Call of duty: Black Ops 3 introduces a new game mode called Trackmap. It is able to replace the
previous one, for example, map mode and global map mode. In it, the player does not have to "pronounce"
anything, he simply takes the keys on the gamepad and switches to new points. In TrackMap, the player can

not only build routes to reach other players, but also, if necessary, observe what is happening on the map, this
will help in choosing the best option. In addition, the player can view which points are not yet open.

Depending on the selected mode, you can fight both with comrades and on your own. The arena mode
features eight arenas in which you can fight against opponents selected by rating and strength. And in the
Black OPS 3 Collector's Edition, in addition to all the arenas, players can also fight with Tony Stark and
Doctor Douma. The video card in the game uses AMD Radeon HD 5770 technologies, and the system

requirements indicate that the RadeOn HD 5650 video card is responsible for working with RadeON HD
5765 video, but it is not available for working with DirectX 12. Support for Direct3D 12 is mentioned in the

description on the game's official website. According to EA employees, a transition to Direct4.4 will be
possible in the future. For games on the 1st generation arcade console, the list of recommended games was as
follows: Games for 2nd generation consoles: For 3rd generation consoles, the list of recommendations was as

follows (games for the Wii Consortium are listed): 3rd generation console games: For Nintendo console
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